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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

This document serves as an Educator’s Guide for the implementation of the Water scenario. 

It contains an overview of the Water scenario structure and after that a detailed description of 
each individual unit and activity. Each activity is described in terms of a five-dimensional 
framework, providing information about the activity’s timing, mode, approach, group synthesis 
and the types of media used (for more details please see IO2). 

 Icon used to indicate information about the way of conducting each 
activity in terms of the 5-dimensional framework 

 

 

Moreover the Educator’s Guide includes hints for the instructors, indicating possible pre-
service teachers’ difficulties and ways to help them overcome them. These hints are indicated 
by a green frame, as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Example of a “Hint box” 

Finally, suggestions of alternative ways to conduct each activity, for example if someone 
wants to implement the Water digital scenario fully on-line, are also provided. These 
alternatives are indicated by an orange frame, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2  Example of an “Alternative box” 
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Chapter 2: Why Water education  
Water is a basic resource, required by all society to survive and thrive. While advancements in 
science and engineering over the past two centuries has allowed populations to avail of 
greater water security, in 2016, the United Nations International Resource Panel reported that 
“without altering current levels of water consumption and pollution, almost half of the world’s 
population will suffer severe water stress by 2030, thereby damaging the well-being of millions 
of people”. If the world is to stave off a looming water crisis, water use needs to be decoupled 
from economic growth. There is no single way to do so, rather a multi-pronged approach is 
required, which will focus on reducing water waste, reducing water pollution, better protection 
of water-based ecosystems and recognition of the water footprint of different goods and 
services. These changes are required at a societal level - from big industry all the way down 
to the individual - and so the education system will be a key player in driving this change. 

Water education is crucial for pre-service teachers and science educators as society 
addresses this looming crisis. Teachers have a significant role in shaping future generations' 
perspectives and knowledge. By equipping pre-service teachers with water education, we 
empower them to effectively educate their students. 

For science educators, understanding the science of water is fundamental as they play a role 
in nurturing scientific literacy. Ensuring that science teachers possess comprehensive 
knowledge of water is essential for delivering accurate and thorough instruction on the 
subject.  

Water education should not merely focus on the problem but also emphasize solutions. By 
understanding mitigation strategies, pre-service teachers can support students to identify 
ways in which they can take personal and collective action to support water sustainability. 
Teachers have an ethical responsibility to prepare students to be responsible global citizens. 

Ultimately, water education empowers teachers to empower their students. It fosters critical 
thinking skills, informed decision-making, and active engagement in discussions and actions 
that can drive positive change. 

 

 

Chapter 3: Structure of the Digital Scenario  
The Water scenario consists of three units: 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
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● Unit 1: Water sustainability and awareness 
● Unit 2: Water data and Analysis 
● Unit 3: Water monitoring and citizen science 

In Unit 1, pre-service teachers are introduced to the importance of water awareness and water 
sustainability. They learn about the water cycle through hands-on investigation and develop 
their ability to write causal explanations of real-world phenomena. They explore water use and 
waste through the water footprint concept and identify personal action they can take to reduce 
water waste. 

In Unit 2, pre-service teachers explore water data and how it may be used to inform our 
understanding of our impact on water-based habitats and environments. In doing so students 
analyse data collected in Dublin port and develop their data literacy. Complementing this, pre-
service teachers use pH sensors to collect their own data and to understand the origins and 
impact of acid rain. 

In Unit 3, pre-service teachers are introduced to the topic of Citizen Science and how it’s used 
to support science research projects and to engage the public with STEM. They learn about 
one project which is based around Citizen Science - Freshwater Watch - and contribute to this 
work by collecting their own water data from a local freshwater source. 

At the end of each unit, pre-service teachers are asked to reflect on their learning, in terms of 
the scientific concepts and the pedagogies utilised.  This is intended to support pre-service 
teachers’ wider development as teachers of STEM and to inculcate the habit of critical 
reflection. 

The three units comprise an extensive array of activities which are designed to be used and 
adapted by educators as per their needs. While all the activities may be completed in full (see 
Figure 1), it is also possible to select a subset of activities, to reorder activities, to implement 
activities using different approaches and to supplement activities with your own. Some 
sample learning sequence are presented in Figure 2 . 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
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Figure 1. The sequence of activities when teaching the three units in full. 
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Figure 2 - One possible sequence for the digital scenario of water, which uses a subset of the 
full set of activities. 

 

Figure 3 - One possible sequence for the digital scenario of water. This sequence includes an 
external activity - chosen by the tutor, in line with the needs of their own curriculum. 
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Chapter 4: Implementation 

Unit 1: Water sustainability and awareness 

Activity 1.1 
This activity is intended to engage students with the issue of freshwater scarcity, compared 
to the abundance of surface water on earth. Students calculate what volume of a 1L bottle of 
water would represent the proportion of the earth’s surface water which is freshwater, if the 
1L bottle represents all the earth’s surface water. 

Activity 1.1 is teacher led and it’s suggested that it is run in a synchronous, face-to-
face session. Students work together in groups and develop their understanding 
through discussion and comparison of solutions. 

Hint: 
This activity is a good opportunity to discuss how to incorporate numeracy development 
into STEM activities and the importance of having a positive attitude to numeracy. The use 
of comparative volumes allows students to better understand proportions, compared to 
dealing with the huge figures involved in describing the volume of surface water on earth. 

 

Alternative: 
Activity 1 could be conducted in an online, synchronous mode, using a suitable 
teleconference application.. In such a case, students could work together in separate 
virtual rooms, before sharing findings back in the main room. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Unit 1 Presentation 

 

Activity 1.2 
This is a multifaceted activity which focuses on students developing their ability to write 
causal explanations of the processes involved in the water cycle. Students work in small 
groups on one water-cycle process, by writing an initial causal explanation of that process. 
Students develop their understanding of their process by engaging in an investigative task, 
before receiving information on how to construct causal explanations. Each group then 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
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updates their causal explanation of their water-cycle process. Students share their learning by 
forming super groups made up of four separate groups (one for each water cycle process) 
and presenting their work. Each group further refines their causal explanations based on 
feedback from this and shares their work on a Google Jamboard. 

 

Activity 1.2 is suggested to be conducted in a synchronous, face-to-face setting. 
Students work in groups and while the session is mainly student-led, there are points 
where teacher input is important (discussion of causal explanations). 

 

Hint: 
This activity is rich in student-centred pedagogies, where the teacher acts more as a 
facilitator than instructor. It may be worthwhile asking students to reflect on the 
pedagogies used and what their experience of them was. 

 

Alternative: 
This activity could take place online as the materials needed are easily sourced and 
students could be asked to have them ready in advance. Group work could be facilitated 
through the use of virtual rooms. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Presentation 
- Google Jamboard 
- Digital worksheet for investigating evaporation 
- Digital worksheet for investigating condensation 
- Digital worksheet for investigating precipitation 
- Digital worksheet for investigating collection 

Activity 1.3 
Students create a mind map, to summarise their current knowledge/understanding of water 
and share their work with the rest of the class using a Google Jamboard. Students further 
develop their understanding of water by investigating changes of state using an online 
simulation. 

Activity 1.2 is presented here as an asynchronous activity which can be conducted 
as group or individual work. In the case of students working together in groups, they 
could do so face-to-face or using an online platform. The activity is student led. 

 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12xv7wh0vrJG5b71m0AeqlZ06IDNzOy_g/edit#slide=id.p219
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1dLbKrxRAzkPJttKlK1dSi5h65uP5QdKMvKlbOqW3Z4Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j8AuYkYTYPLe0Gz9k88LAzeXUXZhAtdVdCNKEgZNmhw/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NvkHr_-hTBRkkUh1fHn-LDsQzFFiePRQpp0M1zMoyAU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZAU0xioHFUlK-A1f8lju2RQ5kFen-rl3NSMXTtIt5dI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1H9E8qHBIQABQki7sBs_3sP8WzP-tZUo2FU_Mq6i5LYY/edit
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Hint: 
The teacher could also use the mind maps to assess students' knowledge, by asking 
probing questions related to different parts of their maps.This could then be used to guide 
the subsequent learning of the group. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Mind mapping software 
- Google Jamboard 
- Simulation Activity 

Activity 1.4 
Students engage with a number of media sources to stimulate their thinking around water 
conservation and the impact of climate change on water security. Students are asked to 
estimate how much freshwater they flush down the toilet each day as a means to encourage 
personal reflection on their water consumption. 

Activity 1.4 is presented here as a teacher-led discussion, which takes place in a 
face-to-face, synchronous setting. Students work individually first, before sharing 
their findings in small groups and then with the whole class. 

 

Hint: 
This activity is designed to get students invested in the topic of water conservation. This is 
done by making the calculation personal to them. There is an opportunity here to look for 
trends in the results of the water estimation activity. Do boys/girls flush more water down 
the toilet?  

 

Alternative: 
This activity could easily be facilitated in an online session. To enable group work, virtual 
rooms could be employed. With some pre-planning students could be asked to track their 
toilet habits over the course of an entire day. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Unit 1 Presentation 
- Video 1 
- Video 2 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://bubbl.us/
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1hsZ36dLTdlkaevTIlb7apx7ec1I_F-zD17SduNncuwQ/viewer
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yn0B6k0BKsZR1h-eLg5e9Z7JlBBMh3tXft_ELijR2No/edit?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZtVv6iJQsx4Wv8eRup3brRxtZH7Abe6y/view?usp=drive_link
https://twitter.com/IrelandSkycam/status/1037018569731649536
http://www.rte.ie/news/weather/2018/0713/978387-irish-water-water-restrictions/
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Activity 1.5 
The notion of water use/wastage is further highlighted in this activity as students learn about 
the water footprint concept, before completing a three-stage task where they: 

● Estimate the water footprint of different foods 
● Calculate the water footprint of different lunch options 
● Calculate their own water footprint 

Each of these tasks include questions designed to stimulate students’ thinking on key 
contributors to water footprints. The teacher uses the answers to these questions to facilitate 
further discussion amongst the group as a whole. 

Activity 1.5 is student led, with the teacher acting as a facilitator/guide. The activity 
is conducted synchronously, in a face-to-face setting and involves students working 
in small groups. 

Hint: 
When students calculate the water footprints of different lunch boxes and rank them in 
order, it is likely that the ranking will be different for each group. This is due to the fact that 
students have to source some water-footprint information for themselves and that they 
have to make judgement calls on portion sizes. This is a good opportunity for the teacher 
to discuss the reliability of data sources and the idea of a fair comparison. 

 

Alternative: 
This activity could easily be facilitated in an online session. To enable group work, virtual 
rooms could be employed.  

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Unit 1 Presentation 
- Water footprint information video 
- Digital worksheet 
- Reducing your water footprint video 
- Water footprint data 

Activity 1.6 
This activity asks students to summarise their learning around water footprints, water use and 
water wastage by discussing two questions: 

● What are the main contributors to the water footprint of food? 
● How can you reduce your own water footprint? 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11zMe2mVlb3wH6iLqYfxBHGn5ruOa4wBy/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wpm7cvGqI8g
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17NS548uNZs2kUIt6Un0TMxuAFRmR8Vtfs2juwRFsVTw/edit#gid=618456857
http://www.waterfootprint.org/time-for-action/what-can-consumers-do/
https://www.waterfootprint.org/resources/interactive-tools/product-gallery/
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The activity is designed to promote personal accountability and action in relation to water use 
/ wastage. Students share their ideas on a Google jamboard and the teacher facilitates a 
group discussion. 

Activity 1.6 operates in a face-to-face, synchronous setting. Students work 
individually to start with before sharing their ideas and participating in a whole-group 
discussion. The activity is student led. 

 

Hint: 
The teacher could return to this discussion at a later date and ask students if they made 
any changes to their lives in light of their learning around water use/waste. 

 

Alternative: 
This activity could easily be facilitated in an online session. To enable group work, virtual 
rooms could be employed.  

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Google Jamboard 

Activity 1.7 
Students are asked to reflect on their learning throughout the module, by completing a digital 
learning log and sharing it with their tutor. Students are encouraged to reflect on their learning 
of scientific concepts, the teaching, learning and assessment strategies used and how the 
learning aligns with their curriculum. 

Activity 1.7 is conducted asynchronously, online, is student led and involves 
students working on an individual basis. 

 

Hint: 
As pre-service teachers, the habit of reflection is an important one to inculcate. These 
reflections are intended to be personal and students can opt to share/not share them with 
their tutor. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Digital Learning Log 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1MnhvG5Q5UO3bGpw8Aitq48kt3QiJpzWXPh3Dv-wICAY/viewer?f=1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sFvxf7izA6f8WVtqjyNF-umPTu-1UoD33diaHkylrBU/edit?usp=drive_link
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Unit 2: Water data and Analysis 

Activity 2.1 
Students are provided with a brief introduction to data literacy and its importance in the 21st 
century world. Students work in small groups to familiarise themselves with a free, online 
data-analysis/graphing platform before using this platform to investigate data pertaining to 
water quality, recorded in Dublin Port over a period of one month. Students answer a variety 
of questions and in doing so develop techniques for handling large volumes of data. Students 
share their work with the whole class and the teacher facilitates a discussion on the 
challenges of interpreting big data and productive strategies for doing so. 

Activity 2.2 is student led, and is conducted synchronously, in a face-to-face setting. 
Students work in pairs to familiarise themselves with the data-analysis platform and 
to analyse a large set of data. 

 

Hint: 
In a similar way to literacy underpinning equality of opportunity in the 20th century, in a 
modern world which is so reliant on data, numeracy and data literacy are critical 
competencies, which all citizens should have. Life choices around health, finance and 
politics require a basic level of data literacy and data literacy is a key component in 
fighting misinformation and fake news. 

 

Alternative: 
This activity could be facilitated in an online setting. While the tasks could also be 
completed on an individual basis, we suggest that working in pairs will help all students to 
develop their data literacy at a faster pace. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Unit 2 Presentation 
- CODAP 
- CODAP Tutorial 1 
- CODAP Tutorial 2 
- CODAP Data File on Dublin Port 
- Google Jamboard 

 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qctPNaxBEMqe7NYnHC3waNJqQ3v-CPz4/view?usp=drive_link
https://codap.concord.org/
https://codap.concord.org/app/static/dg/en/cert/index.html#file=examples:Getting%20started%20with%20CODAP,
https://codap.concord.org/app/static/dg/en/cert/index.html?url=https://concord-consortium.github.io/codap-data/example-documents/src/documents/get_started_2.codap
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j9vWRaMz2yymbmYvUN0ISl_zpwtdTY8F/view?usp=drive_link
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1efO8MO19KpZkMC4qPXxW18U4pjs9ApLVOt6staarLx0/viewer
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Activity 2.2 
Students explore the use of digital sensors for collecting data. As part of this process they 
research what the data produced by the sensors tells us about an aquatic environment and 
how the sensors work to measure a variety of parameters. Students share their findings with 
the whole group via a Google Jamboard. 

Activity 2.2 is conducted face-to-face, synchronously and is student led. Students 
work in groups to complete the activity, while the teacher acts as a guide. The 
teacher concludes the activity by facilitating a discussion and summarising the 

learning. 

 

Hint: 
For students to be data and scientifically literate, it is important that they understand what 
the data collected by digital sensors means, the limitations of such instruments and the 
mechanisms by which sensors measure a given parameter. With the move towards an 
increasingly digital world, there is a danger that students develop a “back box” mentality 
with regard to how technology works. 

 

Alternative: 
This activity could easily be facilitated in an online setting, with individual students within a 
group being assigned one sensor to research, before coming back together with their 
group to share learning around all sensors. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Unit 2 Presentation 
- Information Sources 
- Google Jamboard 

Activity 2.3 
In Activity 2.3 students carry out further analysis of Dublin Port data, to look for evidence of 
patterns in the data which may be attributed to either natural or human-induced cycles. 
Students apply the skills they developed in Activity 2.1 to complete this investigation. Students 
share their findings with the whole class via a Google Jamboard and engage in a discussion 
around the different patterns observed. 

Activity 2.3 is conducted asynchronously and in an online setting. Students have the 
option of working in groups or individually. The activity is student led, with the 
teacher acting as a facilitator using questioning to deepen student understanding. 
The teacher leads a discussion on students’ findings to complete the activity. 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qctPNaxBEMqe7NYnHC3waNJqQ3v-CPz4/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zCMgYBhx64oVVXVcEAd48gjMv3vNp2vh4_qJGwdbW18/edit
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1Bcv74DYfANz53mWzQbPqchft1aA7_GTam0wN8sd0eOM/viewer
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Hint: 
Activity 2.3 presents a number of opportunities to develop data literacy. Students may 
struggle to identify patterns in the data which are not simple (e.g. changes in two 
parameters at the same time), versus patterns which involve a time-lag. This activity also 
presents an opportunity to discuss correlation versus causation. 

 

Alternative: 
This activity could be facilitated in a face-to face setting. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- CODAP Data File on Dublin Port 
- Google Jamboard 

 

Activity 2.4 
Students learn about pH, via a teacher-led presentation and series of videos. As part of this 
activity, students explore what pH means in terms of the chemical reactivity of water. why pH 
is an important measure of the health of an aquatic ecosystem and how pH sensors work. 

Activity 2.4 is teacher led, and is conducted synchronously, in a face-to-face setting. 
Students work in groups to understand the intricacies of the pH scale 

 

Hint: 
It is important that students are supported to go beyond a basic understanding of the pH 
(which focuses mainly on its measurement, the use of the pH scale and the pH values of 
common household and laboratory chemicals) and to understand how pH relates to the 
chemical make-up of an aquatic solution. There is also an opportunity to promote 
numeracy here, in exploring the fact that the pH scale is logarithmic. This may be done by 
getting students to consider what a unit change in pH value means in terms of the 
concentration of Hydrogen ions in a solution. 
It is also important that students understand how digital pH probes work including their 
limitations and need for careful maintenance. 

 

Alternative: 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j9vWRaMz2yymbmYvUN0ISl_zpwtdTY8F/view?usp=drive_link
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This activity could be facilitated in an online setting and students could work on it 
asynchronously. In such cases it is important that the teacher subsequently leads a 
discussion which highlights key points of learning. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Unit 2 Presentation 
- Video 1 - Dissociation of water 
- Video 2 - Atomic view of pH 
- Video 3 - How a pH probe works 

 

Activity 2.5 
Students carry out an experimental investigation into the nature of acid rain. In part 1 of the 
activity, students model the natural acidity of rainwater by blowing into a sample of distilled 
water and measuring the resultant change in pH. This experiment demonstrates the limited 
effect that CO2 absorption has on reducing the pH of rainwater. In part 2 of the activity, 
students model the effect of acid rain on different water samples by adding dilute H2SO4 to 
samples of water taken from different bodies and measuring the resultant change in pH. In 
doing so, students learn about the buffering potential of different water sources and what this 
means in terms of the impact of acid rain on different bodies of water. The teacher acts as a 
guide throughout the activity, asking probing questions and checking for understanding. 

Activity 2.5 is student led, and is conducted synchronously, in a face-to-face setting. 
Students work in groups to complete the activity. 

 

Hint: 
This activity provides students with the chance to carry out an experimental investigation 
using pH probes and dataloggers. The quality of data collection is greatly affected by the 
correct use of the pH probe. In this regard, students’ learning about pH and pH probes in 
Activity 2.4 is important to bring forward here. 
Data collected in part 1 of the experiment is sensitive to the volume of water used, the rate 
at which students blow into the sample and the correct cleaning of the probe prior to use. 
The pattern in the data collected in part 2 of the experiment can be difficult to see. By 
examining the overall change in pH for each water sample, it is easier to identify which 
water sample has more buffering potential. 
Part 2 of the activity can be conducted to allow students to develop their skills in 
designing a fair test, prior to giving them detailed instructions on how to use the probe and 
data logger to collect the necessary data. 

 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qctPNaxBEMqe7NYnHC3waNJqQ3v-CPz4/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRx5lJww-Bg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5jpBPB0Sfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBTn4gTEbkU
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Alternative: 
This activity must be carried out in a laboratory setting due to the requirement of 
hazardous chemicals and pH probes and data loggers. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Digital worksheet 
- Article on natural buffers 
- Video on natural buffers 

Activity 2.6 
Students are asked to reflect on their learning throughout the module, by completing a digital 
learning log and sharing it with their tutor. Students are encouraged to reflect on their learning 
of scientific concepts, the teaching, learning and assessment strategies used and how the 
learning aligns with their curriculum. 

Activity 2.6 is conducted asynchronously, online, is student led and involves 
students working on an individual basis. 

 

Hint: 
As pre-service teachers, the habit of reflection is an important one to inculcate. These 
reflections are intended to be personal and students can opt to share/not share them with 
their tutor. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Digital Learning Log 

 

Unit 3: Water monitoring and Citizen Science 

Activity 3.1 
In activity 3.1, students learn about Citizen Science by engaging with a presentation. To 
assess their learning, students complete an online quiz. 

Activity 3.1 is teacher led, and is conducted synchronously, in a face-to-face setting. 
Students work individually to complete the quiz. 

 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pSxJfoGiMY5aXYYbc-6Aczb5RjiYq5KrfD5wppu9fHA/edit?usp=drive_link
https://unacademy.com/content/neet-ug/study-material/chemistry/why-are-natural-buffers-important/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vw0DfHO5XcI
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TV4HsOvjI8C8xvcirtgp9WHdgsyE7RMHVNacyt53XJk/edit?usp=drive_link
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Alternative: 
This activity could also be carried out synchronously, in an online setting. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Unit 3 Presentation 
- Online quiz 

Activity 3.2 
In Activity 3.2 students learn about the Freshwater Watch project and DCU Water Institute’s 
BACKDROP Project by exploring their websites. 

Activity 3.2 is conducted asynchronously and in an online setting and is student led. 

 

Alternative: 
This activity could be facilitated in a face-to face setting. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Freshwater Watch website 
- Freshwater Watch Overview Video 
- BACKDROP Project 

Activity 3.3 
In Activity 3.3 students prepare for collecting water data. Students sign up for an earthwatch 
community account. Once they log into their account, they search for a local Freshwater 
Watch event and sign up to participate. Once they do so they will be able to request testing 
kits and engage in a series of tutorials to prepare them for carrying out their data collection. 
As part of this process, students install the ArcGIS Survey 123 app on their phone which will 
allow them to record and upload the data they collect. Students discuss how to work safely 
near bodies of water by engaging with a safety presentation. Students check their learning by 
completing an online quiz. 

Activity 3.3 is conducted synchronously, in an online setting and is teacher led. 
Students work in groups to prepare for collecting their water data. 

 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ExQvYr06cACXd6UeCiz5p9l5pjFM74u6/view?usp=drive_link
https://forms.gle/npHVf7qGqEhG1vM17
https://www.freshwaterwatch.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cp8DbqAqUhk
https://dcuwater.ie/backdrop/
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Hint: 
Activity 3.3 may need to be completed over an extended period of time. It is probably best 
if the tutor identifies a local Freshwater Watch group in advance, makes contact with them 
and acquires the requisite number of water testing kits. Alternatively the tutor could 
establish their own Freshwater Watch community group (there is a cost to doing so). It is 
important that students get the opportunity to trial the water-testing kits prior to  carrying 
out their data collection. 
The Freshwater Watch tutorials are not accessible to the public. You may only access 
them after setting up an Earthwatch Community account and signing up for a Freshwater 
Watch group or event. 
It is important that all students are aware of how to operate safely when collecting their 
water data. 

 

Alternative: 
This activity could be facilitated in an online setting, provided students are given a water 
testing kit in advance of doing so. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Unit 3 Presentation 
- Web form for setting up an Earthwatch account 
- Online quiz 

 

Activity 3.4 
In Activity 3.4 students learn about the impact of Freshwater Watch projects by examining a 
number of case studies from Ireland. Students search for similar projects which have taken 
place close to them and discuss what the data collected tells them about their local 
freshwater bodies. Students check their learning by completing an online quiz. 

Activity 3.4 is conducted synchronously, face to face and is student led. Students 
work in groups to explore the case studies and to find similar studies which are local 
to them. 

 

Hint: 
Activity 3.4 allows students to further understand the data collected by Freshwater Watch 
projects and how this informs our understanding of our local freshwater bodies. 
Students are encouraged to find similar projects which are local to them, with the aim of 
making this work more personal to them and encouraging action. 

 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ExQvYr06cACXd6UeCiz5p9l5pjFM74u6/view?usp=drive_link
https://earthw.maps.arcgis.com/sharing/oauth2/signup?oauth_state=aeMjqjakKrtXsKhOVz3lMSQ..b_IDFjZhXjEkZ589wNAHRZws-VukBY5IZJYnIvp1gvCnb9AYFoIsREnw2vPcXdD-v3O-Jn4k8lNUjLfsHxzlzh5KqYEPyXDIlYwO3i3wMMhydGg0F-gpuZY_6vSiZfh6yTAS1AB1bU_FKsjTFcM-0-relDiB6DpFHZ01YvElkd3fUR8H3krWx5csZNJkGCoAXrqvndVv7uHhrYM9x64gDJN03XhFdfu5bN7fusLhO8sqsAfeiaDBLaVNPq2yHWZzU1LBnXohizij8amNLZCAW3ZQPeA15Yu1_eUtfFm6XSWVzGoV0nyc6kMjec-Jw92NxGErQ8TDtb7I4YqBuA35lHdXckIZBY3F7lxtWBoeDodPoUKt9tiUlHS9NEXHV0CI6fWDaEivAN90YzwYPA7yhIviNDUeQTGYCeClZEogRngrD9SVzytmf7HVIhhX3SzB8MH-DeDG3iPsUnGJgK4A6iBZ8Q-s9A..
https://forms.gle/VNZUvU8X1kjfdurk9
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Alternative: 
This activity could be facilitated in an online setting. In such a setting, group work could be 
facilitated using virtual rooms on the chosen platform. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Unit 3 Presentation 
- Freshwater Watch Website 
- Online quiz 

Activity 3.5 
In Activity 3.5 students work in groups to collect data on a local freshwater body. They record 
the data using the ArcGIS Survey123 app and upload their results to the Freshwater Watch 
database for further analysis. Students check back on their Freshwater Watch community 
page after a number of weeks to explore how their work contributed to the overall project. 

Activity 3.5 is conducted asynchronously, face to face and is student led. Students 
work in groups to collect data. 

 

Hint: 
Activity 3.5 allows students to apply their scientific skills to record real data and to 
contribute to a research project. For the fidelity of the project, students must understand 
the importance of carrying out accurate and precise measurements. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Freshwater Watch website 

 

Activity 3.6 
In Activity 3.6 students discuss the potential for Citizen Science to engage students with 
STEM learning and to engage the general public with STEM-related issues. Students identify 
other areas where Citizen Science could be utilised and share these with the whole class using 
a Google Jamboard. 

Activity 3.6 is conducted synchronously, face to face and is student led.  

 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ExQvYr06cACXd6UeCiz5p9l5pjFM74u6/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.freshwaterwatch.org/
https://forms.gle/No9kRpVTUgAbSoFdA
https://www.freshwaterwatch.org/
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Alternative: 
This activity could be facilitated in an online setting.. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Google Jamboard 

 

Activity 3.7 
In Activity 3.7 students revisit Activity 1.3, where they created a mind map to summarise their 
knowledge pertaining to water. In this activity students learn about concept maps, how they 
are different to mind maps and how they facilitate a much deeper understanding of a given 
topic. Students engage with resources on the Cmap website and utilise the free mapping app 
therein to construct a concept map which summarises their learning across the three units. 

Activity 3.7 is conducted synchronously, face to face and is student led. Students 
work individually to create their concept maps before sharing and discussing their 
approaches. 

 

Hint: 
Activity 3.7 provides a good opportunity to revisit learning from across the entire scenario 
and to provide students with a skill which may be used when studying any STEM topic. 

 

Alternative: 
This activity could be facilitated in an online setting. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Cmap website 

 

Activity 3.8 
Students are asked to reflect on their learning throughout the module, by completing a digital 
learning log and sharing it with their tutor. Students are encouraged to reflect on their learning 
of scientific concepts, the teaching, learning and assessment strategies used and how the 
learning aligns with their curriculum. 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1iA3Dy_3I9F4GsxYONPplvqgbYIjdNi1PgYhUOr_X6WA/edit?usp=drive_link
https://cmap.ihmc.us/
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Activity 3.8 is conducted asynchronously, online, is student led and involves 
students working on an individual basis. 

 

Hint: 
As pre-service teachers, the habit of reflection is an important one to inculcate. These 
reflections are intended to be personal and students can opt to share/not share them with 
their tutor. 

 

Digital media used during this activity include: 

- Digital Learning Log 

 

https://stemdigitalis-project.eu/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qfpusPuBxNsZKH7VzEhS3lMPmljd9Uzqm02RWfYu2M8/edit?usp=drive_link
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